Structural definition by antibody engineering of an idiotypic determinant.
Using computer-aided techniques for predicting molecular structure, we constructed an atomic model of the variable domain of a murine anti-thyroglobulin antibody whose immunodominant idiotypic determinant (Id62) was mapped by site-directed mutagenesis and immunochemical analysis. We previously showed that under experimental conditions this idiotype activates anti-idiotypic B cells and T cells, and modulates the response to thyroglobulin in mice. Because idiotype interactions are considered of physiological importance for immune regulation, we studied this idiotype as a model to understand the relationship between function and structure. To determine the contribution of heavy- and light-chain variable domains to the idiotype structure, we constructed chimeric expression vectors and introduced them into the (non-secreting) P3X63Ag8.653 myeloma cell line. Mutants of the heavy-chain variable domain were obtained by site-directed mutagenesis and transfected into the murine (lambda 1) light-chain producer J558L cell line. The expressed proteins were purified from culture supernatants of transfected cells and characterized. We provide evidence that the third hypervariable loop (D region) of the heavy-chain variable domain is the structural correlate of the idiotypic determinant of this autoantibody and is independent from the nature of the associated light chain. Substitution of residues of the first and second complementarity-determining regions do not affect idiotype expression. The results described here are discussed in relation to our understanding, at a molecular level, of the interaction of idiotopes with B- and T-cell compartments.